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Project Copyright Skit 
 

Judges enter and take their seats on the platform.   
 
Heidi Klum enters onto stage down the runway from the back of the room 
(music: TBD) 
 
*********** 
 
Heidi:   Welcome to the new season of Project Copyright.  As you know with 

fashion, one day you’re in and the next day you’re out.  Our winner this 
year will receive: a year’s supply of energy drinks; a vintage edition of 
Nimmer on Copyright signed by the esteemed late Professor Nimmer; and 
a one (1) year membership to the Atlanta IP Inn of Court including a much 
sought after position of pupilage group chair. 

 
 I understand the designers found this design challenge particularly 

difficult.  This is a challenge that has confounded courts, scholars and 
students.  Might have helped if our designers had some background 
training in IP law, but, alas . . . not everyone can be that lucky.  

 
 Let’s meet our judges . . .  
 
 Judge Tina McKeon [Tina waves to the crowd].  Tina is a designer in her 

own right and helps designers . . .or, um . . . . maybe inventors  . . . protect 
their works.  Her list of clientele is the who’s who of the exclusive IP set 
and her walls are covered with certificates of registration.   

 
 Judge Jim Johnson [Jim waves to the crowd]. Jim is an icon in the fashion 

world and spends most of his time counseling designers and clients at the 
prestigious Sutherland design firm.  He is the recipient of numerous 
awards for his work and is well-known both for his keen fashion sense and 
helping designers develop and protect their original design elements.   

 
 Judge Robin McGrath [Robin waves to the crowd]. Robin is a regular on 

the red carpet and no premiere event is complete without Robin’s runway 
critique,  She is the daring combination of Simon Cowell and Joan Rivers 
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and every designer sweats when under her review. She is quick to dismiss 
even the most original design elements as utilitarian and not protectable.   

 
 Thank you to all our judges for being here with us this evening.   
 
[Designers enter and stand off to the side of the runway so that we can see their 
expressions when the models come out.] 
 
Heidi:   Now, let’s see the designs that our designers created for this challenge. 
 
 First, we have model Chittam wearing Designer Tennell.  [Chittam enters 

from back, walks the runway in front of the judges and back to the back 
of room.  Music: TBD] 

 
 Next, we have model Chris wearing Designer Mikey Bobby.  [Chris enters 

from back, walks the runway in front of the judges and back to the back 
of room.  Music: TBD] 

 
 Finally, we have model Alex wearing Designer Umar. [Alex enters from 

back, walks the runway in front of the judges and back to the back of 
room.  Music: TBD] 

 
 Let’s hear it for all our models.  Stunning designs, but let’s see if they are 

protectable.   
 
[Designers walk back to the back of the room out of the view of the audience] 
 
************* 
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Heidi:  Let’s bring back out the three designs for the judges to evaluate . . . . 
 
Heidi:  First, the Halloween costume ensemble from Designer Tennell [Chittam 

enters from back, walks the runway in front of the judges and stops in 
front of the judges striking a pose]. 

 
Judge Tina:  This is just fabulous.  Met the challenge perfectly  . . . a garment that 

is artistically original, with design elements conceptualized as existing 
independently of their utilitarian function.  It is a useful article (it 
covers the body and allows the wearer to pretend to be something 
else), but look at that sculpted hood and the intricate design of the 
hands.  Those artistic elements are clearly conceptually separable 
from the costumes “clothing” function and stand alone.  I know there 
has been much debate in the fashion world regarding these designs, 
but Designer Tennell took this challenge head on and delivered.  I 
find it protectable.  

 
Judge Jim:   Designer Tennell just can’t go wrong on the runway.  His vision is 

remarkable and one of the best we have had on the show.  This is like 
that belt buckle design from last year – sure the belt was a useful 
article (performs the important service of keeping the pants from 
falling down), but that belt buckle  . . . wow . . . it had some serious 
aesthetic value . . .  like this costume.  So, Bravo to Tennell.  No 
wonder your fans call you the Alexander Hamilton of fashion.  I find it 
protectable.   

 
Judge Robin:  I agree that elements of Halloween costumes may be protectable.  I 

am just not convinced Designer Tennell met the challenge here.  
First, he could at least  design a garment that fits his model. The 
ego on this man . . .  The head and hands  of the costume are not 
physically separable, so we must decide if they are conceptually 
separable.  Does it invoke in the viewer a concept separate from 
the  costume’s clothing function and reflect the designer’s artistic 
judgement . . . not so sure – looks like a glorified onesie to me. . .  

 

Heidi:   As I heard Tim say backstage, Tennell is really rocking Halloween. Thank 
you Chittam . . . you can now go back to the dressing room. 

************** 
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Heidi:  Second, the racecar fire suit design from Designer Mikey Bobby. 
 
 [Chris enters from back, walks the runway in front of the judges and stops in 
front of the judges striking a pose]. 

 
Judge Tina:  Well, it certainly makes for a nice run way piece . . . look at the way 

the light shimmers on the fabric.  The garment is clearly a useful 
article (performs function of both covering the body and keeping the 
wearer protected from heat and flames).  And, we need that as there 
is a lot of heat on THIS runway. . . .  But, I struggle to find any artistic 
feature that can be entertained separately, independent of the 
functional influences of the garment.  

  
Judge Jim:   I think Mikey Bobby has hit on a new trend.  Everyone will be wearing 

one of these designs this year.  It is the year of the fire suit for sure.  
But, afraid Mikey is going to have a lot of competition and be racing to 
be first to retail as there is nothing stopping every designer from 
running with this design.  Of course, exclusivity on those brand images 
may give him an edge . . .  the consumer market for these designs 
includes a highly loyal bunch . . .   

 
Judge Robin:  I am speechless.  What was Mikey Bobby thinking . . .   a designer 

with such  potential, and I wanted to see greatness, but I have no 
words . . . such a  disappointment.   

 
Heidi:  OK, thank you Chris . . . you can now go back to the dressing room.  
 
**************** 
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Heidi:  Finally, the cheerleader uniform design from Designer Umar.  
 
[Alex enters from back, walks the runway in front of the judges and stops in 
front of the judges striking a cheerleading pose]. 
 
Judge Tina:   Well – it looks like a cheerleader uniform and just screams “Bring It 

On.”.  I love the colors, stripes and chevrons – they pop and sizzle – 
but they also make the garment recognizable as a cheerleading 
uniform – one could argue that the aesthetic features of a 
cheerleading uniform merge with the functional purpose of the 
uniform.  Are cheerleading uniforms truly cheerleading uniforms 
without the stripes, chevrons and zigzags?  . . . OK  . . . . . now it just 
sounds like I am quoting district court. . . .  

  
Judge Jim:    Splendid design, makes you want to yell “Go Team.” But you have to 

ask yourself: (1) is the design a pictorial, graphic or sculptural work? 
(2) if so, is the design a useful article? (3) if so, what are the utilitarian 
aspects of the useful article? (4) THEN – can the viewer of the 
garment identify the pictorial, graphic or sculptural feature separately 
from the utilitarian aspects – can that feature exist independently of 
the utilitarian aspects . . .  I struggle here like Judge Tina with the 
scope of the utilitarian aspects of a cheerleading uniform  - it covers 
the body – although less and less these days it seems  . . . wicks away 
moisture and withstands the rigors of athletic movement – what else? 
– is decorative function one of the utilitarian aspects? 

 
Judge Robin:  Well said Jim, it is not a simple analysis at all and the tests are all 

over the place  for evaluating a design of this type.  At least nine 
tests at last count and most  judges apply more than one test at a 
time . . . We really need the Supreme Court of Fashion to provide us 
with guidance. I am going out on the limb with a hybrid approach 
here . . .and will say . . . this is copyrightable subject matter.   

 
Heidi:  OK, thank you Alex . . . you can now go back to the dressing room. 
 
******************* 
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Heidi:  Let’s bring out the Designers . . . .   Designers, please come onto the 
runway [pause while designers walk down the runway to music TBD] 

 
Heidi:  We have the scores.  One of you will be the winner and one of you will be 

out . . .   [long pause]  Designer Tennell, you have won the challenge for 
this week – congratulations, you can leave the runway.   

 
[Tim Gunn walks up and catches Tennell as he is leaving the run-way for a last 

word.]   
 
****************** 
 
Heidi: That leaves us with two designs remaining.  Judges, please provide your 

comments to the designers.  
 
Judge Robin – [speaking to Umar]  Designer Umar – we appreciate your upbeat 

attitude and dynamic work ethic.  You epitomize “teamwork.”  We 
have determined that the graphic design concepts can be identified 
separately from the utilitarian aspects of  the uniform and are 
copyrightable subject matter.  The designs do not enhance the 
uniform’s functionality qua clothing.  A plain white cheerleading top 
and plain  white skirt would still cover the body, wick moisture and 
permit the wearer to cheer, jump, kick and flip.  The top and skirt 
are clearly cheerleading uniforms without any stripes, zigzags or 
chevrons.  Moreover, not all cheerleading uniforms must look alike 
to be cheerleading uniforms.  These graphic elements are not 
simply “dress designs” but are more like fabric designs.   Good job! 

 
Umar:  Thank you, thank you, thank you.  I worked so hard to capture my 

essence in these designs.  I saw images of these chevrons and 
zigzags in my dreams.  It would be heartbreaking to think that they 
were not viewed as showing my artistic judgment.   

 
Judge Tina – [speaking to Mikey Bobby] Designer Mikey Bobby – we understand 

that this design is a reflection of your spirit and grass-roots nature.  
The cut and style are remarkable.   The fabric choice was fabulous.  
However, to us, this is like the  prom-dress disaster from last year . . . 
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regardless of the test applied – the  utilitarian aspects are obvious 
– cover and protect the body, etc. But, despite cut and style, there is 
no concept separate from the garment’s clothing function, no 
aesthetic components that are primary over the utilitarian elements’ 
function.  The design enhances the functionality of the garment and 
serves a decorative function that is intrinsic to the overall function 
and not separable from it.  It is a dress design and not protectable.  

 
Mikey Bobby:  But what about all these logos and trademarks, clearly that should 

be copyrightable subject matter!!  I could go get copyright 
registrations for those  trademarks.  I feel like I am being hosed 
here.   

 
Judge Tina -  [speaking to Mikey Bobby]  Mikey Bobby – I suggest you start 

attending Atlanta  IP Inn of Court events and maybe you can learn 
the difference between a copyright and a trademark.  Even then, 
don’t think you will be able to convince us  to change our decision … 
but we appreciate your time and effort.   

 
************ 
 
Heidi:  Now it is time to announce who is out.  I’m sorry Mikey Bobby, but you are 

out.  The judges just could not find any pictorial, graphic or sculptural 
feature on your design that was capable of existing independently of the 
utilitarian aspects of the fire suit. Please go back to the workroom and 
pack your things.  We wish you the best of luck.  Umar, you are 
encouraged to bring your “A” game next week and you can leave the 
runway.  

 
 [Mike and Umar leave with Mike disgusted and Umar pumped by the 

news that he will return.  Tim Gunn approaches and Mike brushes by, but 
Umar stops to excitedly talk about how happy he is to still be on the 
show.] 

 



 



 



Now for some actual legal discussion . . . 

Let’s hear it for . . .  
 
Molly Cash, UGA Law School 

Alex Ward, Georgia State Law School 



Copyrightability: 
    Originality 
 Independent creation (i.e., not copied) + 

modicum of creativity 
 See Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service, 

499 U.S. 340 (1990) 
 

 Only a minimal amount of creativity required 
 

 This is a relatively low threshold but can be 
particularly thorny when dealing with technology 
and works created with computer assistance 

 



Copyright does not protect:  
 

 Designs for useful articles such as vehicular bodies, 
wearing apparel, household appliances, and the like.  
 

 However, the design of a useful article is subject to 
copyright protection to the degree that its pictorial, 
graphic, or sculptural features can be identified as 
existing independently of the utilitarian object in which 
they are embodied.  
 

 The line between uncopyrightable works of industrial 
design and copyrightable works of applied art is not 
always clear.  
 
 



Copyrightability 
    Useful Articles 

 A “useful article” is an article having an intrinsic 
utilitarian function that is not merely to portray the 
appearance of the article or to convey 
information.  17 U.S.C. § 101. 
 E.g., clothing, which serves a purpose in addition to 

its aesthetic qualities (covering the body). 
 Blueprints, photographs, non-functioning models 

merely convey information and are therefore not 
“useful articles.” 

 Aesthetic elements of useful articles are  
protected under copyright laws if they are 
separable from the useful article. 

 This separability can either be (i) physical or  
(ii) conceptual. 



Copyrightability 
    Useful Articles 
 Conceptual Separability: A Harder Test 

 If the ornamental aspect is “conceptually separable” from their 
subsidiary utilitarian function, that ornamental aspect can be 
copyrighted. 

 10 different tests used by various federal Courts of Appeal nationwide 

 



Copyrightability 
   Useful Articles 

 Varsity Brands v. Star Athletica: 2:10-cv-02508 (W.D. Tenn. 2014) 
 The District Court held that the designs are not copyrightable 

 The designs covered by Varsity Brands’ copyright registrations are 
common in the cheerleading industry: chevrons, stripes, patterns, etc. 

 The designs “call to mind or otherwise signal the presence of a 
cheerleading uniform in the garment at hand.” 

 Therefore the aesthetic features of the cheerleading uniform cannot 
be separated with the garment itself. 

 



 Varsity Brands v. Star Athletica: 799 F.3d 468 (6th Cir. 2015) 
 On appeal, the Sixth Circuit reversed: Varsity Brands’ designs are 

copyrightable. 
 

 Copyright Office determinations (such as the issuance of copyright 
registrations) are entitled to some deference. 
 Accordingly, Varsity Brands’ designs are entitled to a presumption of 

copyrightability due to the existing copyright registrations. 

 Star Athletica therefore shoulders the burden of proving that the 
designs are not copyrightable. 
 

 Went on to establish its own line of inquiry for conceptual 
separability 

Copyrightability 
  Useful Articles 



 Varsity Brands v. Star Athletica: The Sixth Circuit 
 The Sixth Circuit’s Articulation and Application of Its Conceptual Separability 

Test 
 What are the utilitarian aspects of the useful article? 

 Here: Cover the body, wick away moisture & withstand athletic movements. 

 Identifying the wearer as a cheerleader is conveying information, which is a 
permissible function under 17 U.S.C. § 101. 

 Can the viewer identify the ornamental/aesthetic features separately from the 
utilitarian aspects of the useful article? 

 Here: Yes.  The arrangement of chevrons, stripes, zigzags and color-blocking. 

 Still easily identifiable as cheerleading uniforms without these designs.   

 Can the ornamental/aesthetic features exist independently of the utilitarian 
aspects of the useful article? 

 Here: Yes.  Designs may be incorporated onto the surface of a number of 
different types of garments.  The design is “wholly unnecessary” to the 
performance of the garment’s utilitarian function. 

Copyrightability 
  Useful Articles 



 Varsity Brands v. Star Athletica: The Sixth Circuit 
 Dissent 

 Varsity’s uniform designs serve a utilitarian function because they identify the 
wearer as a cheerleader.  

 “The placement of stripes, braids, and chevrons is not separable from that 
function.” because the designer’s aesthetic judgment merged with functional 
considerations. . 

Copyrightability 
  Useful Articles 



Now it is time for you to be the judge . . .  
 
 

Should the following items be 
subject to copyright protection? 

 
 
 

 
 



Prom Dress 



True False

0% 0% 

Prom Dress is subject to copyright protection 

A. True 
B. False 



Jovani Fashion, Inc. v. Fiesta Fashions 
(2nd Cir. 2012)  

 FALSE - NOT COPYRIGHT PROTECTED 
 
• Involved prom dresses having sequins and beads in patterns 
 

• Second circuit concluded that the dress designs were not 
copyrightable 



Belt Buckles 



True False

0% 0% 

Belt Buckle is subject to copyright protection 

A. True 
B. False 



Kieselstein-Cord v. Accessories by Pearl, 
Inc. (2nd Cir. 1980) 
TRUE - COPYRIGHT PROTECTED 

 
• Involved belt buckles with sculptured designs cased in precious 

metals 
 

• District court concluded that the buckle designs were not protectable 
 

• Second Circuit reversed 



 Decorative Elements of Furniture 



True False

0% 0% 

Decorative Elements are subject to copyright protection 

A. True 
B. False 



Universal Furniture Int’l, Inc. v. Collezione 
Europa USA, Inc. (4th Cir. 2010) 

TRUE - COPYRIGHT PROTECTED 
 
• Involved decorative elements adorning furniture 

 

• District court concluded that the furniture designs were protectable 
 

• Fourth Circuit affirmed 



Mannequins 

Fish Mannequins 
 



True False

0% 0% 

Fish Mannequin is subject to copyright protection 

A. True 
B. False 



Hart v. Dan Chase Taxidermy Supply Co. 
(2nd Cir. 1996) 

TRUE - COPYRIGHT PROTECTED 
 
• Involved taxidermy mannequins used to mount fish skins 
 

• District court concluded that the fish mannequin did not have enough 
artistic detail to be copyrightable 

 

• Second Circuit concluded that the mannequins were copyrightable 
 



Human Mannequins 
 

Mannequins 



True False

0% 0% 

Human Mannequin is subject to copyright protection 

A. True 
B. False 



Carol Barnhart Inc. v. Econ. Cover Corp. 
(2nd Cir. 1985) 

FALSE - NOT COPYRIGHT PROTECTED 
 

• Involved mannequins of partial human torsos 
 

• District court concluded mannequins were not eligible for copyright 
protection 

 

• Second Circuit affirmed 



Serving Utensils  



True False

0% 0% 

Serving Utensil is subject to copyright protection 

A. True 
B. False 



Bonazoli v. R.S.V.P. Int’l, Inc. (D.R.I. 2005) 

FALSE - NOT COPYRIGHT PROTECTED 
 
• Involved measuring spoons made in the shape of a heart with a 

handle in the shape of an arrow shaft 
 

• District court concluded the measuring spoons were not 
copyrightable 
 



Hookah Water Container 



True False

0% 0% 

Water Container is subject to copyright protection 

A. True 
B. False 



Inhale, Inc. v. Starbuzz Tobacco, Inc.  
(9th Cir. 2014) 

FALSE - NOT COPYRIGHT PROTECTED 
 

• Involved a hookah water container that included skull-and-crossbones 
images on the outside 

 

• District court concluded that the shape of the container was not 
copyrightable 

 

• Ninth Circuit affirmed 



Flooring 



True False

0% 0% 

Flooring design is subject to copyright protection 

A. True 
B. False 



Home Legend LLC v. Mannington Mills, 
Inc. (11th Cir. 2015) 

TRUE- COPYRIGHT PROTECTED 
 
• Involved laminate flooring designed to create an aged and rustic look 
 

• District Court granted summary judgment concluding flooring design 
was not copyrightable 
 

• Eleventh Circuit reversed  and remanded 
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